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Dear Editor in Chief:

Please find enclosed the revised version of our manuscript (MS: 1920040968021932) entitled "Factors associated with chronic musculoskeletal pain in patients with Chronic kidney disease" by Heng-Jung Hsu, Chiung-Hui Yen, Kuang-Hung Hsu, I-Wen Wu, Chin-Chan Lee, Ming-Jui Hung, Chiao-Yin Sun, Chia-Chi Chou, Yung-Chih Chen, Ming-Fang Hsieh, Chun-Yu Chen, Chiao-Ying Hsu, Chi-Jen Tsai, and Mai-Szu Wu.

As requested by the reviewers, lots of correction in the manuscript had been done. Additionally, improvement of the style of written English was done in the whole manuscript by professional language editing service. The responses to the comments of the two reviewers are provided in separate letters of the revised manuscript is also enclosed. We hope that the revised manuscript will now be suitable for publication in your journal.

Yours sincerely,

Mai-Szu Wu M.D
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Answers to Reviewer 1

Thanks for reviewing the manuscript.
We deeply appreciated your effort for helping us to improve our manuscript.
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Answers to Reviewer 2

1. The reviewer indicates some language errors in the manuscript need corrections. Lots of correction in the manuscript had been done. Additionally, improvement of the style of written English was also done in the whole manuscript by professional language editing service.

2. Thanks for reviewing the manuscript. We deeply appreciated your effort for helping us to improve our manuscript.